
By Airport Limousine Bus

1. After the baggage claim area, go to the ticket desk located between the EXIT GATE 
8 and 9, as shown in the picture below “Airport Bus”. 

2. Buy ticket to Daejeon. Cashers probably understand English, or you can show the 
phrase “대전으로 가는 버스표 한 장 주세요 (1 ticket to Daejeon, please).” just in 
case. 

Bus ticket fare: currently 23,100 KRW (the price depends on time: 25,400 
KRW between 22:10 to 23:10). The number “21:50” is the bus departure time. 
The number 16 at the bottom left on yellow block is the seat number.



3. After purchasing of your ticket, go outside through exit 9. Check the gate number 9.

4. Cross the street: do not cross the street all the way but until this booth on the middle 
of the road. Use crosswalk.

 

5. Go to the stop number 9D: this stop is for 14 different destinations. Please check your 
departure time and ask bus driver whether your bus is there. In most of cases, bus 
arrives at the station 10-20 minutes prior to departure time. If you have a luggage 
then talk to driver where you will get off. Then the driver will let you know the 
appropriate luggage section in the bus.



6. Bus which goes to Daejeon (대전) has sign on it as shown in the picture. 

 

7. In Daejeon (after North Daejeon Toll Gate), the limousine bus stops at 
- 1st stop (만남의 광장): parking lot after the toll gate, on request.
- 2nd stop (구 롯데호텔): former Lotte Hotel.
- 3rd stop (대전정부청사): Government Complex "Chung-sa“.
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I recommend you get off on the 2nd bus stop (former Lottet Hotel, 구 롯데호텔), 
and then take a taxi at the opposite side of the road.
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